


Preface

This paper presents the vision for a token that utilizes 

blockchain technology to allow individuals in the financial 

sector (Blockchain) to balance their mental and 

psychological health with a healthy decision and a vivid and 

hearty laugh, believing that all will end well.


 The essence of this document is to give an overview of the 

technical “vision” and expectations for improvement that 

may be taken, with an elaboration as to why these intentions 

are practical and significant. 


In other words, this paper includes the underlying 

architecture of the Guffawli meme token jointly with ideas 

and arguments that may be taken to improve the token. This 

structure will be used as the starting juncture for an initial 

proof-of-concept.  


Why Is Guffawli Built on The 


Binance Smart Chain?

Binance Smart Chain provides faster and more affordable 

transactions than most blockchains and enables developers 

to move from Ethereum to Binance Smart Chain with no 

stress. 


Binance is actively promoting the development of new DeFi 

apps on BSC.

The chart above from the BSC scan shows the steady growth 

of the Binance smart Chain network providing the 

availability of a larger market for Guffawli Investors. 

1 The 


Guffawli Token


– Introduction 

Guffawli Token - this would be a meme 

token launching on the Binance Smart Chain 

– from the word Guffaw meaning an audible 

and hearty laugh. A guffaw is also portrayed 

as a belly laugh: a laugh that bubbles up with 

good feeling and plenty of volume. At the 

end of a restless day of work, it’s good to 

have some guffaws with your pals and 

family.

The Guffawli 


Vision

It’s known that every merchant or investor 

is different. To keep feelings under check, 

develop your trading and investment 

technique based on your needs and market 

proficiency. Know and set up your risk levels 

and criteria on when to enter and exit the 

market. Keep improving the planned time 

and again to ensure you are on the right 

path.


The Guffawli Token is here as a stepping-

stone for everyone who is a part of the 

financial market or spends money. As 

humans are not machines - identical data 

can lead to contrary conclusions based on 

relative perceptions of its receivers.


Particularly, Guffawli Token is for people in 

this financial economy trying to balance 

their mental health and other psychological 

conditions. Including those going through 

difficult or distressing times.
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Why is it crucial to 


understand psychology in markets?

Many investors are subjective and reactionary, and fear and 

greed are heavy faults in that area. According to some 

psychologists, greed and fear have the capacity to affect our 

brains in a way that coerces us to put away common sense 

and self-control and thus incite change. When it comes to 

humans, love, money, fear, and greed can be powerful drives. 

Guffawli token seeks to bridge that gap by bringing about 

sustainable and implementable strategies to make sure that 

every investor is well carried along with the project’s activity 

every step of the way, this will reduce or eliminate fear and 

help to coordinate wise investment decisions that will be 

profitable for every investor in the long run.

Short-term benefits Of “Guffawing”

A good giggle has great short-term effects. When you 

begin to laugh, it doesn't just lighten your load mentally; 

it prompts physical differences in your body. Laughter 

can:


• Stimulate several organs. Laughter improves your intake of 

oxygen-rich air, boosts your heart, lungs, and muscles, and 

heightens the endorphins released by your brain.


• Activate and calm your stress response. A rollicking giggle 

builds up and then cools down your stress response, and it 

can increase and then decrease your heart rate and blood 

pressure. The result? A good, comfortable feeling.


• Laughter can also boost circulation and aid muscle 

relaxation, both of which can help lessen some of the 

physical signs of stress.

Why Guffawli?

Guffawli is fully decentralized and supported by its 

community of enthusiasts. Free, open, and frank 

communication is encouraged among the community 

supporters so that everyone willing can be informed and 

even participate in every step of Guffawli’s growth! 

Numerous independent, free group efforts in improvement, 

community self-management, and more are encouraged.


Most importantly, Guffawli is community-owned, and the 

team is made up of a decentralized group of volunteers from 

across the world. Access to the entire team wallet is held 

only by the developer.


Tokenomics

Guffawli Token - this would be a meme 

token launching on the Binance Smart Chain 

– from the word Guffaw meaning an audible 

and hearty laugh. A guffaw is also portrayed 

as a belly laugh: a laugh that bubbles up with 

good feeling and plenty of volume. At the 

end of a restless day of work, it’s good to 

have some guffaws with your pals and 

family.

Guffawli Token Distribution Mechanism 



Decentralized finance is made feasible by 

using decentralized exchanges parallel with 

liquidity pool smart contracts. For any token 

on the smart chain to have an availability to 

be exchanged on a decentralized exchange, it 

must have a handy liquidity pool of tokens 

for swapping. The challenge remains on how 

to efficiently incentivize users to keep such 

liquidity pools maintained.
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Comprehending this, developers have attempted to satisfy 

these circumstances by using various tokenomic structures 

with incentives for the user to provide liquidity into the 

pools. An automated liquidity gain can be added as a 

solution when compared to the conventional “farming 

reward” structure. An automated liquidity acquisition 

procedure where users are offered rewards in lieu of 

conventional farming rewards. These reflections would act to 

allocate tokens proportional to the volume and could thus 

provide a more acceptable incentive for holding. The hybrid 

of these tokenomics seeks to eliminate the shortcomings of 

various predecessors while giving useful incentives for use 

cases and adoption. Most importantly, any system that is 

added with these smart contracts could have the effect of 

heightening Guffawli’s tokenomics.

Guffawli Token Unruggable Mechanism 

We take the safety of holders' funds seriously, and therefore 

we have taken the following measures to safeguard our 

community:



6% Team Wallet Allocation


Fairly Distributed Presale


No Presale Wallets would hold > 1%


No minting function exists in the Guffawli contract


Contract Audit In Progress



Guffawli is therefore unruggable, with no single holder able 

to mint new tokens or remove Protocol Generated liquidity.


Roadmap 

Phase 1

� Website launch�

� Social media growth�

� Operation ‘Tell the 

world about Guffawli

Phase 2

� Presal¯

� Partnership and 

Collaboration

Phase 3

� Guffawli product 

launcÄ

� AMA session with 

team and product 

review

Phase 4

� Partnerships and 

sponsorships�

� Review on holder 

rewards
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Our Values 

Trust 

In the crypto space, trust is paramount. For this reason, we 

have created a good token distribution model. Including a 

clear and credible team to foster development. The 

transparency of Guffawli would be top-notch and believe 

that we also consider security and proper management. 

Long term

Guffawli is in it for the long term. The Guffawli community 

and team would build steadily long-term and would cause 

the development of the ecosystem which will result in real 

use cases, the greater the community the greater Guffawli 

and the team.

FaQs

Is the liquidity locked?



Yes. Guffawli’s liquidity is locked for 265 (two hundred and 

sixty-five) years on the Binance Smart Chain.



Is there a reward for holders?



Guffawli will reward those who hold the project tokens just 

by leaving them in their wallets.



What is Automatic Liquidity?



 An Automated Liquidity Pool (LP) project has an 

operational function that rewards holders. First, the smart 

contract attracts tokens from those exchanging and then 

adds these amounts of the tokens to the liquidity. This is a 

very good method of strengthening token price and liquidity. 


Investment


Disclaimer

Please note that all information provided in 

this document is for informational purposes 

only and does not suggest any advice to buy 

or sell any investments, products or services 

and should not be considered as an 

investment, tax or legal advice. Certain 

information on this document is based on 

information and conditions applicable at a 

certain time and might be subject to change 

at any time without public notice.

References 


to companies 


and platforms

 The mentioning of any company, Industry, 

and/or platform names or trademarks here 

does not mean any relationship with, or 

endorsement by, any of the parties 

mentioned. To illustrate Ideas, references 

are made on the Whitepaper.
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